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Congratulations on being voted into the Chestertown Volunteer Fire Company. As one of
the busiest fire companies in Kent County, you will find your experiences at Chestertown
rewarding, but not without challenge. Your first task responsibility is to successfully complete your
probation period. This program is designed to provide you with the knowledge and skills that are
necessary on your path to become a firefighter with Chestertown.
There are six sections, designed to be completed at the rate of one per month. If additional time is
needed, it may be granted. Your probationary will not end until all sections are satisfactorily
completed. Completion of this knowledge and skills training should be the focus of your “downtime” at the fire station. It is expected and understood you will need instruction to learn and
understand much of this material. It is your responsibility to seek out the correct information from
senior members of the company and prepare yourself for “testing” on it. You will be tested by the
membership chairman or his / her authorized designee. During the learning process, any
knowledgeable member may help you learn and prepare. Good luck and welcome along.
Probationer:

ID#

Date Joined:

/

/

Section
1: Introduction
2: Engine Company
3: Truck Company
4: Rescue Company
5: Support Companies
6: Miscellaneous
7: Release Form
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Officers Signature

Probationer
has successfully completed the outlined
requirements and is recommended to come off of probation.

Membership Chair:
Date:

/

Probationer:

/
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Being a Probationary Fireman at Chestertown
The probationary period at Chestertown is a demanding but overall a great
experience. The scope and intent of the program is designed for the individual with no previous
experience in the volunteer fire service. For those individuals, this program is designed to take six
months. The Chestertown VFC will occasionally accept new members possessing extensive
knowledge and experience in the fire service. We welcome these individuals and it is our goal to
secure them within our ranks with a seamless training period. Using this program as a template,
our experienced new member will be indoctrinated into the Chestertown VFC. Depending on the
abilities and qualifications of our experienced new member, and considering their ability to
complete this program, the probationary period will be no less than 30 days. After that, with this
program being successfully completed, the experienced new member may petition the
membership committee to exit the probationary program. The decision of the membership
committee is binding. However, by being granted this waiver, the experienced new member agrees
to continue their membership development by regular participation in drills and meetings for a
period of not less than one (1) year.
Proactivity is expected of probationary members at Chestertown VFC. You should be the first
one to start doing something and the last one to stop. Many members will form lasting
impressions and opinions of you quickly, so make a good impression the first time. Here are
some tips:

• When you get here come to an officer and see if anything needs to be completed, i.e.
check equipment, tournout gear, etc.

• Walk around the firehouse and make sure things are straightened up and clean. If the
trash is full, empty it. If it is dirty, start cleaning it.

• When a dispatch comes in, be the first one up and be fast – even if others are being slow

• If you don’t go on the call, get up and do the report. If you go on the call, when you come
back make sure the report was done.
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• When the station phone rings, be the first one to answer it

• If you see a senior member or officer doing something, offer to help.

• Be respectful to all you encounter, senior members, officers and members of the visiting
public.

• Learn all riding assignments, all the equipment and how it is used.

• We are here to help you – ask for help or instructions where you need it.

• If you do not know someone, stick your hand out and introduce yourself.

• Learn our due district. Take the initiative, make yourself a map book. Place emphasis on
learning hydrant locations. As the probationary member, one of your very first
responsibilities on in-town working fires will be as the "layout-man." Standing in the middle
of the street, wondering where the hydrant is (it might be obscured by shrubbery), is not the
time to learn locations of hydrants.

• Be here. Contribute as much time as you can, and get involved.

Good Luck….
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Chestertown Volunteer Fire Company, Inc – Station 6
Probationary Firefighter Training
Section 1 – Company Introduction
Probationer:

ID#

Purpose: To introduce the probationer to the Company’s history and familiarize them with the
rules, regulations and basic operations of the Company.

Chestertown’s Organization
• Briefly summarize the history of the Chestertown Volunteer Fire Company.

• List the administrative officers for Station 6: (Members Signature Required)
President:

Signature:

1st Vice President:

Signature:

2nd Vice President:

Signature:

Secretary:

Signature:

Assistant Secretary:

Signature:

Treasurer:

Signature:

Assistant Treasure:

Signature:

Chaplain:

Signature:

Board Member:

Signature:
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• List the fire line officers for Station 6: (Members Signature Required)
Fire Chief:

Signature:

Deputy Chief:

Signature:

Assistant Chief:

Signature:

Assistant Chief:

Signature:

Assistant Chief:

Signature:

Captain:

Signature:

Captain:

Signature:

Captain:

Signature:

Lieutenant:

Signature:

Lieutenant:

Signature:

Lieutenant:

Signature:

Safety Officer:

Signature:

PIO:

Signature:

• Explain “chain of command”, it's concept and importance.

• How should a member who has entered the firehouse determine where they are ridding?

• After receiving a riding assignment, what should the member do?

• When a member is leaving or will no longer be riding , what should the member do?

• List some basic responsibilities of a probationary member at Chestertown:
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• What are your responsibilities upon returning from a call:

• What units are dispatched for a first due box alarm?

• Briefly describe the responsibilities of the units on a box alarm:

• What units are dispatched for a Motor Vehicle Collision and what order will they respond?

• Where is the station log book located?

• What type of information is entered into the log book?

• Who is responsible for completing the incident report?

• When should you exit the fire apparatus when arriving at the scene of a call?
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Demonstrate
• ___Basic understanding of riding assignments and locations along with equipment
locations.

• ___Ability to enter calls into log book and use the CAD on the Radio Room computer.

• ___Ability to complete the log book.

• ___Demonstrate how to answer the fire company phone and take messages. It is especially
important that you understand emergency incidents are occasionally received by telephone
at the fire station. You must demonstrate you are prepared for this by remaining calm and
gathering the correct information.
• ___Demonstrate what to do if a “walk in” emergency occurs.

• ___Demonstrate what is needed to be done around the fire house?

• ___Demonstrate the proper “chain of command”

• ___Review and understand all standard operating guidelines and procedures (SOG &
SOP)

When the probationer has demonstrated knowledge of the above information, the verifying officer
shall sign off below and submit this sheet to the membership committee so that it may be placed in
the member’s file.
The below named probationer has demonstrated proficiency in the above information:
Officer:

Signature:

Member:

Signature:

Date:

/

/
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Chestertown Volunteer Fire Company, Inc – Station 6
Probationary Firefighter Training
Section 2 – Engine Company
Probationer:

ID#

Purpose: To ensure that the probationer understands the functions and responsibilities of the
engine company and is able to function as a competent layout-man or line man.
Questions
• What year and make are E6, E67 & E68?

• What is the rated pump capacity of our engines?

• How much tank water do our engines carry?

• List and identify the lengths, size and colors of all hoses carried on our engines:

• Identify the type, rated GPM, and essential features of the nozzles carried on our engines:

• What size ladders are carried on the engines?

• What is typically used to extinguish auto or dumpster fires?

• Out of the three engines, what one is to run on Medical Calls/Vehicle Accidents?
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• Identify the seating location and responsibilities of each riding assignment on E67/68:
Position 1 –

Position 2 –

Position 3 –

Position 4 –

Position 5 –

Position 6 –

Position 7 –

• When does the layout man get off of the engine and layout? What are the layout man’s
responsibilities after lying out?

• How will the lineman know what hose to pull on a House Fire, Apartment Fire, etc.?

• Explain the importance of judging how much uncharged line you take inside a building:
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Demonstration
• ___Successfully advance all attack lines, alone.

• ___Successfully rack all lines, attack and supply.

• ___Demonstrate a normal lay and reverse lay.

• ___Operate hand line and set up portable monitor.

• ___Operate a 2 ½” “Blitz” line in a defensive position alone.

• ___Successfully extend a lie with the standpipe rack.

• ___Successfully deploy a rack for standpipe operations.

• ___Demonstrate donning all PPE and SCBA while in the lineman’s seat in under 60
seconds.

• ___Demonstrate “masking up” at the door in less then 20 seconds, while wearing full
PPE/SCBA and firefighting gloves.

• ___Advance the 250’ 1 ¾” up a ground ladder.

• ___Demonstrate several techniques for feeding line as a back up man.

• ___Demonstrate proper use of the portable/mobile radio.
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When the probationer has demonstrated knowledge of the above information, the verifying officer
shall sign off below and submit this sheet to the membership committee so that it may be placed in
the member’s file.
The below named probationer has demonstrated proficiency in the above information:
Officer:

Signature:

Member:

Signature:

Date:

/

/
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Chestertown Volunteer Fire Company, Inc – Station 6
Probationary Firefighter Training
Section 3 – Truck Company
Probationer:

ID#

Purpose: To ensure that the probationer understands the functions and responsibilities of the
truck company and is able to function as a competent barman, hookman, outside vent man, or
roofman.
Questions
• What year and make is Tower 6?

• What is the minimum staffing for Tower 6?

• Identify the seating location and responsibilities of each riding assignment on Tower 6:
Position 1 –

Position 2 –

Position 3 –

Position 4 –

Position 5 –

Position 6 –
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• The crew on Tower 6 can be split into two teams. What would be the responsibilities of
these two teams?

• When performing horizontal ventilation, the OVM and other members must be careful
that their actions do not cause what?

• In general, horizontal ventilation should be first initiated closest to what?

• Describe how horizontal and vertical ventilation tactics must change when a line is not on
the fire.

• What is the initial technique for forcing inward opening doors?

• What types of door are the Rabbit Tool used for?

• What member carries the thermal imaging camera?

• In addition to the tools in the bucket, what additional equipment must be taken when going
to the roof?

• What saw should be used for a flat roof? For a peaked roof? Explain why.
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• Draw a diagram of a basic roof cut on a single family dwelling. Mark the locations of the
rafters and the firefighter.

• Draw a diagram of a basic trench cut on a multi-family dwelling. Mark the locations of the
rafters and the firefighter.

• How many ladders should be thrown if we arrive on a structure fire where members are
inside attacking the fire?

• Describe the procedure and need for performing VES

• The preferred method of shutting off electric is? What if this is not feasible?

• What is the maximum weight load for the Tower’s bucket when dry and when flowing
water?

• When searching in a dark environment, describe several methods a firefighter can use to
remain oriented.

• Describe what materials the “K-12’s” are designed to cut.
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• Describe the difference between positive pressure ventilation and negative pressure
ventilation.

• When may PPV be initiated? How is it most efficiently carried out?

• Prior to cutting holes for vertical ventilation, existing opening should be used. List some
openings that can be used.

• Describe two fire situations that would require roof ventilation.

• What level of carbon monoxide should SCBA be used?

• Describe the relationship of the bucket operator and the platform operator as it pertains to
the control and operation of the bucket.

• When placing the tower’s basket to a roof or flat surface, what must be anticipated and
compensated for?

• Describe the correct approach and position for the tower basket to a window for access or
rescue operations.
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• In what situations should an operator also be present at the platform during basket
operations?

• What portion of the tower has primary responsibility for stabilization during aerial
operations? What unusual appearance is possible and acceptable at extreme operating
angles?

• What size tips are on the master streams on Tower 6? What is the primary one?

• When should the aerial ladder be used on Tower 6?

• When setting up Tower 6 what should be pinned to silence the alarm?

• On uneven or soft terrain, describe options that may allow for more stable setup of the
outriggers.

• What side of the Tower is operation of the tower boom most preferable?

• When operating the tower basket below a potentially unstable wall, what distance should
the basket be from the building?

• How many ground ladders and lengths does the tower carry?
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• What is the primary job of the driver when the aerial ladder is in operation and flowing
water?

• If the water can is used, what must be done when you get back in quarters?

• What is required when any of Chestertown’s apparatus is in the backing position?
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Demonstration
• ___Placement of all ground ladders using a single man, flat raise and beam raise (35’ may
use two people), including proper position for window or roof access.

• ___Demonstrate 1 and 2 man forcible entry techniques for inward and outward opening
doors.

• ___Demonstrate thru-the-lock methods for commercial buildings without a k-tool

• ___Given several doors, identify the locks and appropriate forcible entry methods.

• ___Demonstrate appropriate use of forcible entry saw at various operating positions and
heights with proper saw control.

• ___Demonstrate the use of a water can to control fire and describe situations where this
would be indicated.

• ___Demonstrate several primary search techniques, as both lone firefighter or as a team.

• ___Demonstrate various drag and removal methods for an unconscious victim.

• ___Demonstrate proper removal of an unconscious victim via ground ladder.

• ___Demonstrate correct procedure to shut off gas and electric.

• ___Demonstrate starting, use and checking of all small motor tools on the Tower.
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• ___Demonstrate changing the blades on the “K-12s”

• ___Given a fire scenario, describe or demonstrate appropriate vertical ventilation for a
commercial building, apartment building and private dwelling.

• ___Describe or demonstrate methods for performing a trench cut.

• ___Successfully hoist an electric fan, hook, bar and ground ladder using rope.

• ___Tie a bowline and clove hitch around both an open and closed object.

• ___Demonstrate basic proficiency in setting up Tower 6 from a parked position.

• ___Properly place the basket for a victim rescue from a window.

• ___Properly place the basket for firefighter access to a window.

• ___Properly place the basket to flat and pitched roof.

• ___Properly place the basket for an at-grade fire attack.

• ___While traveling a vertical distance of 30 feet, stay no closer then 6” and no further than
12” from an obstacle.

• ___Demonstrate appropriate basket placement and use of the Tower’s ladder pipe for fire
attack.
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• ___Demonstrate proper cleaning and maintenance of several hand tools.

• ___Preform a check of Tower 6.

• ___Submit an inventory of all tools and appliances on Tower 6.

When the probationer has demonstrated knowledge of the above information, the verifying officer
shall sign off below and submit this sheet to the membership committee so that it may be placed in
the member’s file.
The below named probationer has demonstrated proficiency in the above information:
Officer:

Signature:

Member:

Signature:

Date:

/

/
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Chestertown Volunteer Fire Company, Inc – Station 6
Probationary Firefighter Training
Section 4 – Rescue Company
Probationer:

ID#

Purpose: To ensure that the probationer understands the functions and responsibilities of the
rescue company and is able to function as a competent crew member in a variety of situations.
Questions
• What year and make is Rescue 6?

• What is the minimum staffing for Rescue 6?

• What is the maximum staffing for Rescue 6?

• Identify the seating location and responsibilities of each riding assignment on Rescue 6:
Position 1 –

Position 2 –

Position 3 –

Position 4 –

Position 5 –

Position 6 –
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• Similar to the Tower, the crew from the Rescue may split. What would be the
responsibilities of the two crews on a Structure Fire?

• How many and what size ground ladders are on Rescue 6?

• With the exception of the driver and officer, all members are to perform what function
initially at the scene of a Motor Vehicle Collision with persons trapped?

• Unless otherwise instructed, what will be the order of tasks at auto extrications?

• Why is it important to disconnect a vehicle’s battery and what is the preferred method?
Should the positive or negative cable be disconnected first?

• If it is necessary to cut the cables of a battery, what should be checked first?

• Prior to the start of extrication, what measures will be taken to protect the patients?

• An un-deployed airbag should be considered live even with the battery cut/disconnected?
True or False

• Explain the importance of removing interior trim prior to cutting.

• What are two important considerations in selecting a site to place cribbing or other
stabilization devices?
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• What is a “dash roll” and what are the steps to complete one?

• Prior to lifting with airbags, it must be ensured that what is complete?

• When lifting with airbags, who will give the order to begin and stop?

• While lifting with airbags, it is vital that what occurs simultaneously?

• As an airbag is inflated, what happens to its contact area?

• Prior to inflating, an airbag should be as close to the object as possible. What can be done
to take up space between the two surfaces?

• Describe several applications for the air chisel.

• What is the rated capacity of the winch on Rescue 6?

• List the rated capacities of the come-a-longs on Rescue 6.

• What types of blades do we carry for the “K-12” and why?

• What types of rope are carried on the Rescue and how much?
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• What is the purpose of an anchor point?

• When directed to assume RIT, where will the crew and equipment assemble?

• List the initial equipment to be assembled for RIT.

• If the RIT is activated, will all members proceed immediately into the building? Explain.

• While standing by as the RIT, explain some fire ground functions that the crew can
accomplish.

• Upon reaching a downed firefighter, what is most important initial function?

• Complete and submit an inventory of all equipment on Rescue 6.
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Demonstration
• ___Demonstrate stabilizing an upright vehicle with various cribbing methods.

• ___Demonstrate stabilizing a vehicle on its side.

• ___Demonstrate stabilizing a vehicle on its roof

• ___Demonstrate the methods taken to protect trapped patients during extrication.

• ___Demonstrate techniques using hydraulic tools to remove doors.

• ___Demonstrate the steps for performing a total side wall removal.

• ___Demonstrate the procedure for performing a dash roll.

• ___Setup the air chisel with portable bottle and demonstrate its use.

• ___Setup the airbags and demonstrate basic lifting techniques.

• ___Tie the following knots: Figure 8, Figure 8 on a bite, bowline and clove hitch.

• ___Identify several acceptable anchor points for rope rescues.

• ___Successfully package and place a patient into the stokes basket.
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• ___Appropriately don available harnesses.

• ___Demonstrate the use of sawzall with or without batteries, including changing blades.

• ___Demonstrate methods to breach a wood-frame or concrete wall.

• ___Demonstrate proper packaging of a downed firefighter.

• ___Demonstrate several methods for dragging, carrying or lifting a downed firefighter.

• ___Demonstrate procedures for overcoming various SCBA emergencies using your SCBA
and a RIT pack.
• Missing face piece
• Out of air
• Equipment failure

When the probationer has demonstrated knowledge of the above information, the verifying officer
shall sign off below and submit this sheet to the membership committee so that it may be placed in
the member’s file.
The below named probationer has demonstrated proficiency in the above information:
Officer:

Signature:

Member:

Signature:

Date:

/

/
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Chestertown Volunteer Fire Company, Inc – Station 6
Probationary Firefighter Training
Section 5 – Support Companies
Probationer:

ID#

Purpose: To ensure that the probationer understands the functions and responsibilities of the
support companies and is able to function as a competent crew member in a variety of situations.
Questions
• What is the year and make of Tanker 6?

• What is the year and make of Brush 6?

• What size pump does Tanker 6 have?

• What size pump does Brush 6 have?

• What size tank does Tanker 6 have?

• What size tank does Brush 6 have?

• What is the main purpose of Tanker 6?

• What is the main purpose of Brush 6?

• What is the minimum staffing on Tanker 6?
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• What is the minimum staffing on Brush 6?

• What size and color hand lines are on Tanker 6?

• What size and color hand lines are on Brush 6?

• What types of calls can Utility 6 respond on?

• Does Tanker 6 carry air packs?
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Demonstration
• ___Able to identify all equipment on Tanker 6.

• ___Able to identify all equipment on Brush 6

• ___Demonstrate how to properly use the booster line on Brush 6.

• ___Demonstrate how to run and check chain saw on Brush 6.

• ___Demonstrate proper procedure for setting up fold-a-tank (with assistance)

• ___Demonstrate proper cleaning and maintenance of several hand tools

• ___Submit an inventory of all Tanker 6’s tools and appliances.

• ___Submit an inventory of all Brush 6’s tools and appliances.

When the probationer has demonstrated knowledge of the above information, the verifying officer
shall sign off below and submit this sheet to the membership committee so that it may be placed in
the member’s file.
The below named probationer has demonstrated proficiency in the above information:
Officer:

Signature:

Member:

Signature:

Date:

/

/
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Chestertown Volunteer Fire Company, Inc – Station 6
Probationary Firefighter Training
Section 6 – Miscellaneous
Probationer:

ID#

Purpose: To ensure that the probationer understands the functions and responsibilities of the
miscellaneous items in and around the fire house and fire, rescue or medical scene.
Questions
• What is the number 1 priority at all times on and off the incident scene?

• What is to be worn at all times when in a moving fire company vehicle?

• What channel are medical incidents ran on in Kent County?

• On what type of alarms will “TAC3” mainly be used for?

• On what type of alarms will “TAC5” mainly be used for?

• Explain why, when possible the officer should switch back to “FIREDISP”.

• How many portable radios are on each unit?

• When responding out of the station, what must be hit prior to exiting the building?
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• What is to be worn on all Motor Vehicle Collisions when members are in the road way?

• If you are the last one to leave the fire house, what must you make sure is done?

• What other items beside your fire company issued turnout gear, belong in your locker?

• How many meetings are in a month?

• How many drills are held every month?

• What is the phone number to the fire house?
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Demonstration
• ___Showed regard to safety throughout training.

• ___Wore and continues to wear seat belt.

• ___Demonstrated proper use and handling of the mobile and portable radios.

• ___Demonstrated proper use of the traffic signal button.

• ___Maintained and continues to maintain security in the fire house.

• ___Maintained a presentable locker.

• ___Attended at least three meetings throughout probationary period.

• ___Attended at least five drills throughout probationary period.

• ___Has a great attitude towards training and constructive criticism.

When the probationer has demonstrated knowledge of the above information, the verifying
officer shall sign off below and submit this sheet to the membership committee so that it may be
placed in the member’s file.
The below named probationer has demonstrated proficiency in the above information:
Officer:

Signature:

Member:

Signature:

Date:

/

/
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Chestertown Volunteer Fire Company, Inc – Station 6
Probationary Firefighter Training
Released from Probation
Probationer:

ID#

Purpose: To ensure that the probationer has understood everything he/she has been trained
and/or taught throughout his/her probationary period.

I
, Fire Chief of the Chestertown Volunteer
Fire Company, hereby agree that probationary member
has successfully completed their probationary training period and shall be released to active
member with the Chestertown Volunteer Fire Company effective immediately.

Chief of the Department:

Signature:

Probationer:

Signature:

Date:

/

/
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